The leading lighting brand in Africa, introducing new energy saving products at affordable prices to all people. Good quality backed up by Flash guarantee.

A company that improves its clients’ lives by ensuring they make money and are profitable.

A company looking after its staff and improving their lives by providing a safe environment where staff can earn a fair living and advance through the company’s training and teachings.

Empowering community leaders, policemen, teachers and persons who help shape South Africa, to the end result of a safe and prosperous country for all its people.
TEMPERED GLASS DINNER SET • OPAL WHITE
Dishwasher Safe • Microwave Safe
Heat Resistant • 4pcs/pack, 24pcs/ctn

Dinner Plate • 4pcs Shrinkpack
Ø 25cm
Item No: HH/OG/DP25W

Side Plate • 4pcs Shrinkpack
Ø 20cm
Item No: HH/OG/SP20W

Bowl • 4pcs Shrinkpack
Ø 16cm
Item No: HH/OG/SB16W
Dinnerware • Tempered Opal Glass with Gold Rim

TEMPERED GLASS DINNER SET • OPAL WHITE WITH GOLD RIM
Heat Resistant • 4pcs/pack, 24pcs/ctn

Dinner Plate • 4pcs Shrinkpack
Ø 25cm
Item No: HH/OG/DP25GR

Side Plate • 4pcs Shrinkpack
Ø 20cm
Item No: HH/OG/SP20GR

Bowl • 4pcs Shrinkpack
Ø 16cm
Item No: HH/OG/SB16GR
Dinnerware • Melamine

MELAMINE DINNER SET
WHITE
Dishwasher Safe • 48pcs/ctn

Dinner Plate • 1pc
Ø 25cm
Item No: HH/M/DP25W

Side Plate • 1pc
Ø 20cm
Item No: HH/M/SP20W

Bowl • 1pc
Ø 15cm
Item No: HH/M/B15W

MELAMINE DINNER SET
STRIPED DESIGN
Dishwasher Safe • 48pcs/ctn

Dinner Plate • 1pc
Ø 25cm
Item No: HH/M/DP25SB

Side Plate • 1pc
Ø 20cm
Item No: HH/M/SP20SB

Bowl • 1pc
Ø 15cm
Item No: HH/M/SP20SB
Dinnerware • Melamine

MELAMINE DINNER SET
GREEN DESIGN
Dishwasher Safe • 48pcs/ctn

Dinner Plate • 1pc
Ø 25cm
Item No: HH/M/DP25G

Side Plate • 1pc
Ø 20cm
Item No: HH/M/SP20G

Bowl • 1pc
Ø 15cm
Item No: HH/M/B15G

MELAMINE KIDS DINNER SET
3pcs / Display Box • 12pcs/ctn
Dishwasher Safe
Plate ø 20cm • Bowl ø 15cm • Cup 9cm

Unicorn Design • 3pcs
Item No: HH/M/KSET/U

Panda Design • 3pcs
Item No: HH/M/KSET/P

Melamine
**Melamine**

**MELAMINE TRAY WITH HANDLES • WOOD DESIGN**
1pc • Size: 41cm • 24pcs/ctn
Item No: HH/M/TR41W

**MELAMINE TRAY WITH HANDLES • MARBLE DESIGN**
1pc • Size: 41cm • 24pcs/ctn
Item No: HH/M/TR41M

**Melamine**

**MELAMINE TRAY WITH HANDLES • GREEN DESIGN**
1pc • Size: 41cm • 24pcs/ctn
Item No: HH/M/TR41G

**Plastic**

**PLASTIC CHEF TRAY • ASSORTED COLOURS**
Size: 38cm • 12pcs/Shrinkpack • 8 packs/ctn
Item No: HH11869
**MELAMINE MINI TRAYS • 21cm • ASSORTED DESIGNS • 1PC • 48pcs/ctn**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Item No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WOOD DESIGN</td>
<td>HH/M/TR21W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN DESIGN</td>
<td>HH/M/TR21G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARBLE DESIGN</td>
<td>HH/M/TR21M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREY DESIGN</td>
<td>HH/M/TR21GY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MELAMINE TRAY • MARBLE DESIGN**
1pc • 37cm • 24pcs/ctn • Item No: HH/M/TR37M

**MELAMINE TRAY • WOOD DESIGN**
1pc • 37cm • 24pcs/ctn • Item No: HH/M/TR37W
**PLASTIC SQUARE BOWL • WHITE**
12pcs/Plastic Wrapped
Dishwasher Safe • Microwave Safe
680ml - Item No: HH1221901 • 36 packs/ctn
1150ml - Item No: HH1221801 • 24 packs/ctn

**PLASTIC SALAD BOWL • FROSTED**
6pcs/Shrinkpack • 24 packs/ctn
Dishwasher Safe • Microwave Safe
Freezer Safe • 2.4L - HH1159906

**PLASTIC BOWL • ASSORTED COLOURS**
12pcs/Shrinkpack • 17 packs/ctn
750ml • Item No: HH11222

**PLASTIC MUG • ASSORTED COLOURS**
12pcs / Tray [shrinkpack] • 18 trays/ctn
Ø 7.5cm • Item No: HH12192J9
FLASH™ Cutting Boards • Bamboo / Plastic

**Plastic**

**PLASTIC CUTTING BOARD**
12pcs Shrinkpack • 18 packs/ctn
Assorted Colours • Size: 24.5 x 15cm
Item No: HH11580

**PLASTIC CUTTING BOARD**
12pcs Shrinkpack • 18 packs/ctn
White • Size: 24.5 x 15cm
Item No: HH1158001

**Plastic**

**PLASTIC CUTTING BOARD**
12pcs Shrinkpack • 18 packs/ctn
Assorted Colours • Size: 24.5 x 15cm
Item No: HH11580

**Plastic**

**PLASTIC CUTTING BOARD**
12pcs Shrinkpack • 6 packs/ctn
White • Size: 36 x 24cm
Item No: HH1158201

**Bamboo**

**BAMBOO CUTTING BOARD**
1pc Shrinkpack • 20pcs/ctn
Size: 32 x 25cm - Item No: HH/B/CB33
Size: 38 x 29cm - Item No: HH/B/CB39
NYLON COOKING UTENSILS • CASA RANGE • 1PC
Colour: Black with Beige Handle • Dishwasher Safe • Hanging Slot
12pcs/innerbox, 4 innerboxes/ctn

- Spoon
  HH/U/N-SPPH
- Pasta Server
  HH/U/N-PSPH
- Slotted Turner
  HH/U/N-STPH
- Soup Ladle
  HH/U/N-SLPH

NYLON COOKING UTENSILS
CASA RANGE • 12 PCS / TRAY
Includes All Casa Utensils
12pcs/tray, 4 trays/ctn • 48pcs Total
Item No: HH/U/N-SETPH

NYLON KITCHEN UTENSILS • CLASSIC RANGE • 1PC
Colour: Black • Dishwasher Safe • Hanging Slot • 12pcs/innerbox, 4 innerboxes/ctn

- Spoon
  HH/U/N-SP/B
- Pasta Server
  HH/U/N-PS/B
- Slotted Turner
  HH/U/N-ST/B
- Potato Masher
  HH/U/N-PM/B

KNIFE SET • CLASSIC • 2PCS
Blister Pack • Dishwasher Safe
13cm Utility + 9cm Paring Knife
Stainless Steel Blade
2pcs/pack, 48 packs/ctn
Item No: HH/U/S-SET2K

Spoon
HH/U/N-SPPH
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PSPH
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-STPH
Soup Ladle
HH/U/N-SLPH

Spoon
HH/U/N-SP/B
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PS/B
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-ST/B
Potato Masher
HH/U/N-PM/B

Spoon
HH/U/N-SPPH
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PSPH
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-STPH
Soup Ladle
HH/U/N-SLPH

Spoon
HH/U/N-SP/B
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PS/B
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-ST/B
Potato Masher
HH/U/N-PM/B

Spoon
HH/U/N-SPPH
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PSPH
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-STPH
Soup Ladle
HH/U/N-SLPH

Spoon
HH/U/N-SP/B
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PS/B
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-ST/B
Potato Masher
HH/U/N-PM/B

Spoon
HH/U/N-SPPH
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PSPH
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-STPH
Soup Ladle
HH/U/N-SLPH

Spoon
HH/U/N-SP/B
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PS/B
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-ST/B
Potato Masher
HH/U/N-PM/B

Spoon
HH/U/N-SPPH
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PSPH
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-STPH
Soup Ladle
HH/U/N-SLPH

Spoon
HH/U/N-SP/B
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PS/B
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-ST/B
Potato Masher
HH/U/N-PM/B

Spoon
HH/U/N-SPPH
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PSPH
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-STPH
Soup Ladle
HH/U/N-SLPH

Spoon
HH/U/N-SP/B
Pasta Server
HH/U/N-PS/B
Slotted Turner
HH/U/N-ST/B
Potato Masher
HH/U/N-PM/B
Cutlery • Stainless Steel

CLASSIC
Shrinkpack • Stainless Steel
Dishwasher Safe
4pcs/pack, 36 packs/ctn

Spoons • 4pcs
Item No: HH/SS/S1-4

Teaspoons • 4pcs
Item No: HH/SS/TS1-4

Knives • 4pcs
Item No: HH/SS/K1-4

Forks • 4pcs
Item No: HH/SS/F1-4

DUNE
Shrinkpack • Stainless Steel
Dishwasher Safe
4pcs/pack, 36 packs/ctn

Spoons • 4pcs
Item No: HH/SS/S2-4

Teaspoons • 4pcs
Item No: HH/SS/TS2-4

Knives • 4pcs
Item No: HH/SS/K2-4

Forks • 4pcs
Item No: HH/SS/F2-4

TEASPOONS TOSCANA
4pcs/pack
36 packs/ctn
Stainless Steel
Dishwasher Safe
Item Number:
HH/SS/TS-T-4

Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel

**NON-STICK FRYING PANS ALUMINIUM • IPC**
Heat Resistant Coating • Dot Induction • Bakelite Handle
Blue [Outer Coating] • 6pcs/ctn

- **20cm**
  - Item No: HH/AL/P20B

- **24cm**
  - Item No: HH/AL/P24B

- **26cm**
  - Item No: HH/AL/P26B

- **28cm**
  - Item No: HH/AL/P28B

---

**OVEN DISH • BOROSILICATE GLASS**
Oven Safe • Freezer Safe • Microwave Safe
Dishwasher Safe

- **Oval • 1pc**
  - 700ml • Item No: HH/G/OO0.7L • 12pcs/ctn
  - 1.6L • Item No: HH/G/OO1.6L • 12pcs/ctn
  - 2.4L • Item No: HH/G/OO2.4L • 6pcs/ctn

- **Rectangular • 1pc**
  - 1.6L • Item No: HH/G/OS1.6L • 12pcs/ctn
  - 2.2L • Item No: HH/G/OS2.2L • 6pcs/ctn
GLASS FOOD CONTAINERS • IPC
Borosilicate Glass • French Lock Lid
Dishwasher Safe • Microwave Safe

**Square**
520ml - HH/G/CSQF520 • 36pcs/ctn
800ml - HH/G/CSQF800 • 36pcs/ctn

**Rectangular**
370ml - HH/G/CRF370 • 60pcs/ctn
640ml - HH/G/CRF640 • 48pcs/ctn
1.04L - HH/G/CRF1040 • 36pcs/ctn
1.52L - HH/G/CRF1520 • 24pcs/ctn

RECTANGULAR GLASS FOOD CONTAINERS • IPC
Borosilicate Glass • Click Lock Lid • Dishwasher Safe
Microwave Safe • Air & Water Tight • 24pcs/ctn
330ml - HH/G/CRC330
420ml - HH/G/CRC420 • 600ml - HH/G/CRC600

330ml  420ml  600ml
COMBO PLASTIC FOOD CONTAINERS
Dishwasher Safe • Freezer Safe • Microwave Safe
Assorted colours • Tray [Shrinkpack]

Square
2Pack • 600ml • HH11959 • 2pcs/pack, 12packs/tray, 8 trays/ctn
2Pack • 1.2L • HH11960 • 2pcs/pack, 6packs/tray, 8 trays/ctn
2Pack • 2L • HH11961 • 2pcs/pack, 6packs/tray, 6 trays/ctn

Rectangular
3Pack • 250ml • HH11943 • 3pcs/pack, 12packs/tray, 10 trays/ctn
2Pack • 400ml • HH11944 • 2pcs/pack, 12packs/tray, 12 trays/ctn
2Pack • 700ml • HH11945 • 2pcs/pack, 12packs/tray, 4 trays/ctn
2Pack • 1L • HH11874 • 2pcs/pack, 12packs/tray, 8 trays/ctn

PLASTIC FOOD CONTAINER • IPC
Click Lock Lid • Freezer Safe • Microwave Safe
Dishwasher Safe • Air & Water Tight • 24pcs/ctn

Square • Blue Seal
530ml - Item No: HH/P/CSC0.53
1.2L - Item No: HH/P/CSC1.2
2.5L - Item No: HH/P/CSC2.5

Rectangular • Assorted Colours
450ml - Item No: HH/P/CRC0.45
1L - Item No: HH/P/CRC1
2L - Item No: HH/P/CRC2
4L - Item No: HH/P/CRC4
3 TIER PLASTIC TROLLEY
1pc Plastic Wrapped • 12pcs/ctn
40 x 30 x 61.5cm • Item No: HH1159401

MULTIPURPOSE PLASTIC CONTAINER • 6PCS SHRINKPACK
10L • Assorted Colours • 38.5 x 23 x 17.5cm • Item No: HH1168034

MULTIPURPOSE CONTAINERS • 1PC
Clear PP Plastic • Side Lock Lid
Dishwasher Safe • Microwave Safe
Freezer Safe
400ml • 48pcs/ctn
Item No: HH/P/CRS0.4
600ml • 24pcs/ctn
Item No: HH/P/CRS0.6
1.6L • 24pcs/ctn
Item No: HH/P/CRS1.6
3L • 24pcs/ctn
Item No: HH/P/CRS3

+ 95°C -18°C
5 BPA FREE 1PC
**PLASTIC MULTIPURPOSE TRAY**
Clear Plastic • Size: 18 x 13 x 6.5cm
12pcs Plastic Wrapped • 18 packs/ctn
HH11437 • [Accessories Excluded]

**ASSORTED COLOURS**
Size: 18 x 13 x 6.3cm
12pcs Plastic Wrapped • 18 packs/ctn
HH114734 • [Accessories Excluded]
PLASTIC SPRAY BOTTLE • 500ML
6pcs/tray [Shrinkpack] • 12 trays/ctn
Item No: HH11531

PLASTIC SQUEEZER • 600ML
Assorted Colours • Size: 16 x 12 x 15cm
6pcs/tray [Shrinkpack] • 17 trays/ctn
Item No: HH11793

PLASTIC CUTLERY DRAINER
Round • 4 Dividers • Size: 16 x 14 x 16cm
6pcs/tray [Shrinkpack] • 8 trays/ctn
HH1160601 • [Accessories Excluded]

PLASTIC STRAINER
SILVER
1.5L • 12pcs Plastic Wrapped
9 packs/ctn • HH1220912

PLASTIC STRAINER
ASSORTED COLOURS
1.5L • 12pcs Plastic Wrapped
9 packs/ctn • HH12209
PLACEMATS • 4PCS PVC BOX
Material: PVC, 45 x 30cm
4pcs/box, 12 boxes/ctn

Honeydew
Item No: HH/P/PM4-GBT

Ash
Item No: HH/P/PM4-BA

Desert
Item No: HH/P/PM4-BC

Mocha
Item No: HH/P/PM4-BB

PACKAGING EXAMPLE
**PAPER STRAWS • ø 6mm**

**Colour Straws • 25pcs**
25pcs/polybag, 200 bags/ctn
Colours: \[\text{Red} / \text{Green} / \text{Blue} / \text{Yellow}\]
Item No: HH/PA/SM25

**Colour Straws • 100pcs**
Mixed Colours Per Bag
100pcs/polybag, 100 bags/ctn
Colours: \[\text{Red} / \text{Green} / \text{Blue} / \text{Yellow}\]
Item No: HH/PA/SM100

**Individually Wrapped**

**White Straws • 100pcs**
100pcs/polybag, 100 bags/ctn
Item No: HH/PA/SW100

---

**White Serviettes • 1 ply**
33 x 33cm
100pcs/Shrinkpack, 48 packs/ctn
Item No: HH/PS100WH

**Colour Serviettes • 2 ply**
33 x 33cm
20pcs/Shrinkpack
36 packs/ctn
Item Numbers:
- White - HH/PS20WH
- Yellow - HH/PS20Y
- Red - HH/PS20RE
- Pink - HH/PS20Pi
- Lilac - HH/PS20LL
- Green - HH/PS20G
- Blue - HH/PS20Bu
- Black - HH/P250BL

50pcs/Shrinkpack
48 packs/ctn
Item Numbers:
- White - HH/PS50WH
- Yellow - HH/PS50Y
- Red - HH/PS50RE
- Pink - HH/PS50Pi
- Lilac - HH/PS50LL
- Green - HH/PS50G
- Blue - HH/PS50Bu
- Black - HH/PS50BL
MULTI-PURPOSE SPONGE CLOTHS
MIXED COLOURS
3pcs Polybag, 100 bags/ctn • 159 x 170 x 4mm
Item No: HH/CS/SCMC3

MULTI-PURPOSE CLOTHS
MIXED COLOURS
2pcs Polybag, 54 bags/ctn • 400 x 380 x 5mm
Item No: HH/CS/CMC2

SCOURING PADS • HEAVY DUTY
MIXED COLOURS
10 pack, 64 packs/ctn • 150 x 100 x 5mm
Item No: HH/CS/SPMC10

SCRUBBING BRUSH
1pc • Red Handle with White Bristles
24pcs/ctn • 150 x 60 x 90mm
Item No: HH/CS/SBR
FLASH™ Cleaning Accessories • Sponges

KITCHEN SPONGE WITH HEAVY DUTY ABRASIVE
MIXED COLOURS
10pcs Shrinkpack, 53 packs/ctn • 79 x 58 x 25mm
20pcs Shrinkpack, 26 packs/ctn • 79 x 58 x 25mm
10pcs - HH/CS/SHMC10 • 20pcs - HH/CS/SHMC20

KITCHEN SPONGE WITH NON-SCRATCH ABRASIVE
MIXED COLOURS
5pcs Shrinkpack, 106 packs/ctn • 90 x 65 x 25mm
Item No: HH/CS/SNSMC5

KITCHEN SPONGE WITH HEAVY DUTY ABRASIVE
& NAIL GUARD • MIXED COLOURS
5pcs Shrinkpack, 48 packs/ctn • 90 x 60 x 44mm
Item No: HH/CS/SHNM5
FUTURE RANGE

GLASS TUMBLER
CLEAR
250ml

GLASS MUG
COLOUR HANDLE
225ml

GLASS TUMBLER
CLEAR
300ml

GLASS MUG

FUTURE RANGE
## Accessories • Miscellaneous

### STEAK KNIFE - 4PCS
- **Blister Pack**
- **Stainless Steel • Wood Handle**

### SHOPPING TROLLEY
- **Steel Tube • Fabric: 600D**
- **ø16cm Wheel • 94 x 35 x 28cm**

## ICON GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>🍴</td>
<td>Food Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔥 - 🔥</td>
<td>Max/Min Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🚫</td>
<td>Dishwasher Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔥</td>
<td>Oven Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔥</td>
<td>Microwave Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>👪</td>
<td>Polypropylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔌</td>
<td>Air &amp; Water Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🎉</td>
<td>Freezer Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🍜</td>
<td>Gold Rim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🍜</td>
<td>Keep Food Fresh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>